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By Isaac Israel Hayes

Published in 1867

Stray Leaves From An Arctic Journal is a fascinating account of Isaac Israel
Hayes' 18 months spent exploring the Arctic regions. Published in 1867,
the book chronicles his experiences during the ill-fated Polaris expedition
and provides valuable insights into the challenges and wonders of Arctic
exploration.

Hayes was a physician and explorer who had previously served as a
surgeon on the Grinnell Expedition in search of the lost Franklin Expedition.
In 1860, he was appointed commander of the Polaris expedition, which set
out to find the Northwest Passage and reach the North Pole. The
expedition was beset by misfortune from the start, and after becoming
trapped in the ice, the ship was abandoned and the crew forced to spend
the winter on an ice floe.

Despite the hardships they faced, Hayes and his crew made a number of
important scientific discoveries. They collected valuable data on the Arctic
climate, wildlife, and geology. They also made contact with the Inuit people,
who provided them with food and shelter.
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Stray Leaves From An Arctic Journal is a gripping account of Hayes'
experiences during the Polaris expedition. It is a testament to his courage,
determination, and scientific curiosity. The book is also a valuable historical
document that provides a unique perspective on Arctic exploration.

Hayes' Writing Style

Hayes' writing style is clear and concise, and he has a knack for conveying
the excitement and wonder of Arctic exploration. He also has a keen eye
for detail, and his descriptions of the Arctic landscape are both beautiful
and accurate.

Here is an excerpt from Stray Leaves From An Arctic Journal that describes
Hayes' first encounter with an iceberg:

“The iceberg was a magnificent object, towering high above
us, and its sides glittering in the sunlight. It was shaped like a
castle, with turrets and battlements, and it seemed to float
upon the water like a fairy palace.”

The Importance of Stray Leaves From An Arctic Journal

Stray Leaves From An Arctic Journal is an important historical document
that provides a unique perspective on Arctic exploration. It is a valuable
resource for historians, scientists, and anyone interested in the challenges
and wonders of the Arctic.

The book is also a testament to the courage, determination, and scientific
curiosity of Isaac Israel Hayes. He was a true pioneer of Arctic exploration,



and his work helped to pave the way for future expeditions.

Stray Leaves From An Arctic Journal is a captivating account of Isaac Israel
Hayes' 18 months spent exploring the Arctic regions. It is a gripping tale of
adventure and discovery, and it provides valuable insights into the
challenges and wonders of Arctic exploration.
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Nestled amidst the pristine coastal landscapes of Boynton Beach,
Florida, Emergence First Colony stands as a testament to the visionary...
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Afterlight: In Search of Poetry, History, and
Home
Prologue: The Call of the Open Road In the heart of every traveler lies a
longing for something more&mdash;a...
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